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Abstract.  In the recent years the proliferation of portable computers,
handheld digital devices, and PDAs has led to a rapid growth in the use of
wireless technologies for the Local Area Network (LAN) environment. Be-
yond supporting wireless connectivity for fixed, portable and moving sta-
tions within a local area, the wireless LAN (WLAN) technologies can pro-
vide a mobile and ubiquitous connection to the Internet information serv-
ices. The design of WLANs has to concentrate on bandwidth consumption
because wireless networks deliver much lower bandwidth than wired net-
works, e.g., 2-11 Mbps [1] versus 10-150 Mbps [2]. In addition, the finite
battery power of mobile computers represents one of the greatest limita-
tions to the utility of portable computers [3], [4]. Hence, a relevant per-
formance-optimization problem is the balancing between the minimization
of battery consumption, and the maximization of the channel utilization. In
this paper, we study bandwidth and energy consumption of the IEEE 802.11
standard, i.e., the most mature technology for WLANs. Specifically, we de-
rived analytical formulas that relate the protocol parameters to the maximum
throughput and to the minimal energy consumption. These formulas are used
to define an effective method for tuning at run time the protocol parameters.

1 Introduction

In IEEE802.11 WLANs [1], the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol is the main
element that determines the efficiency in sharing the limited resources of the wireless
channel. The MAC protocol coordinates the transmissions of the network stations
and, at the same time, manages the congestion situations that may occur inside the
network. The congestion level in the network negatively affects both the channel
utilization (i.e. the fraction of channel bandwidth used from successfully transmitted
messages), and the energy consumed to successfully transmit a message. Specifically,
each collision reduces the channel bandwidth and the battery capacity available for
successful transmissions. To decrease the collision probability, the IEEE 802.11
protocol uses a CSMA/CA protocol based on a truncated binary exponential backoff
scheme that doubles the backoff window after each collision [1], [2]. However, the
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time spreading of the accesses that the standard backoff procedure accomplishes has a
negative impact on both the channel utilization, and the energy consumption. Specifi-
cally, the time spreading of the accesses can introduce large delays in the message
transmissions, and energy wastages due to the carrier sensing. Furthermore, the IEEE
802.11 policy has to pay the cost of collisions to increase the backoff time when the
network is congested.

In [5], [6] and [7], given the binary exponential backoff scheme adopted by the
standard, solutions have been proposed for a better uniform distribution of accesses.
The most promising direction for improving the backoff protocols is to adopt feed-
back-based tuning algorithms that exploit the information retrieved from the observa-
tion of the channel status [8], [9], [10]. For the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, some
authors have proposed an adaptive control of the network congestion by investigating
the number of users in the system [11], [12], [13]. This investigation could result
expensive, difficult to obtain, and subject to significant errors, especially in high
contention situations [12]. Distributed (i.e. independently executed by each station)
strategies for power saving have been proposed and investigated in [14], [15]. Specifi-
cally, in [14] the authors propose a power controlled wireless MAC protocol based on
a fine-tuning of network interface transmitting power. [15] extends the algorithm
presented in [7] with power saving features.

This paper presents and evaluates a distributed mechanism for the contention con-
trol in IEEE 802.11 WLANs that extends the standard access mechanism without
requiring any additional hardware. Our mechanism dynamically adapts the backoff
window size to the current network contention level, and guarantees that an IEEE
802.11 WLAN asymptotically achieves its optimal channel utilization and/or the
minimum energy consumption. For this reason we named our mechanism Asymptoti-
cal Optimal Backoff (AOB).  To tune the parameters of our mechanism we analyti-
cally studied the bandwidth and energy consumption of the IEEE 802.11 standard, and
we derived closed formulas that relate the protocol backoff parameters to the maximum
throughput and to the minimal energy consumption.

Our analytical study of IEEE 802.11 performance is based on a p-persistent model
of the IEEE 802.11 protocol [11], [15]. This protocol model differs from the standard
protocol only in the selection of the backoff interval. Instead of the binary exponential
backoff used in the standard, the backoff interval of the p-persistent IEEE 802.11
protocol is sampled from a geometric distribution with parameter p. In [11], it was
shown that a p-persistent IEEE 802.11 closely approximates the standard protocol.

In this paper, we use the p-persistent model to derive analytical formulas for the
IEEE802.11 protocol capacity and energy consumption. From these formulas we
compute the p value (i.e., the average backoff window size) corresponding to maxi-
mum channel utilization (optimal capacity p, also referred to as popt

C ), and the p value

corresponding to minimum energy consumption (optimal energy p, also referred to as
popt

E ). The properties of the optimal operating points (both from the efficiency and

power saving standpoint) are deeply investigated. In addition, we also provide closed
formulas for the optimal p values. These formulas are used by AOB to dynamically
tune the WLAN backoff parameters either to maximize WLAN efficiency, or to
minimize WLAN energy consumption.
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Via simulation, we compared the performance figures of the IEEE 802.11 protocol
with or without our backoff tuning algorithm. Results obtained indicate that the en-
hanced protocol significantly improves the standard protocol, and (in all the configura-
tions analyzed) produces performance figures very close to the theoretical limits.

2. IEEE 802.11

The IEEE 802.11 standard defines a MAC layer and a Physical Layer for WLANs. The
MAC layer provides both contention-based and contention-free access control on a
variety of physical layers. The standard provides 2 Physical layer specifications for
radio (Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum, Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum), oper-
ating in the 2,400 - 2,483.5 MHz band (depending on local regulations), and one for
infrared. The Physical Layer provides the basic rates of 1 Mbit/s and 2 Mbit/s. Two
projects are currently ongoing to develop higher-speed PHY extensions to 802.11
operating in the 2.4 GHz band (project 802.11b, handled by TGb) and in the 5 GHz
band (project 802.11a handled by TGa), see [16] and [17].

The basic access method in the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is the Distributed Co-
ordination Function (DCF) which is a Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC protocol. In addition to the DCF, the IEEE 802.11
also incorporates an alternative access method known as the Point Coordination Func-
tion (PCF) - an access method that is similar to a polling system and uses a point
coordinator to determine which station has the right to transmit. In this section we
only present the aspects of the DCF access method relevant for the scope of this pa-
per. For the detailed explanation of the IEEE 802.11 standard we address interested
readers to [1], [2], [18].

The DCF access method is based on a CSMA/CA MAC protocol. This protocol
requires that every station, before transmitting, performs a Carrier Sensing activity to
determine the state of the channel (idle or busy). If the medium is found to be idle for
an interval that exceeds the Distributed InterFrame Space (DIFS), the station continues
with its transmission. If the medium is busy, the transmission is deferred until the
ongoing transmission terminates, and a Collision Avoidance mechanism is adopted.
The IEEE 802.11 Collision Avoidance mechanism is a Binary Exponential Backoff
scheme [1], [19], [20], [21]. According to this mechanism, a station selects a random
interval, named backoff interval, that is used to initialize a backoff counter.

The backoff counter is decreased as long as the channel is sensed idle, stopped when
a transmission is detected on the channel, and reactivated when the channel is sensed
idle again for more than a DIFS. A station transmits when its backoff counter reaches
zero.

When, the channel is idle the time is measured in constant length units
(Slot_Time) indicated as slots in the following. The backoff interval is an integer
number of slots and its value is uniformly chosen in the interval (0, CW_Size-1),
where CW_Size is, in each station, a local parameter that defines the current station
Contention Window size. Specifically, the backoff value is defined by the following
expression [1]:
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Backoff Counter INT Rnd CW Size_ _D # & +# &    ,

where Rnd() is a function which returns pseudo-random numbers uniformly distributed
in [0..1].

The Binary Exponential Backoff is characterized by the expression that gives the
dependency of the CW_Size parameter by the number of unsuccessful transmission
attempts (N_A) already performed for a given frame. In [1] it is defined that the first
transmission attempt for a given frame is performed adopting CW_Size equal to the
minimum value CW_Size_min (assuming low contention). After each unsuccessful
(re)transmission of the same frame, the station doubles CW_Size until it reaches the
maximal value fixed by the standard, i.e. CW_Size_MAX, as follows:

CW Size N A CW Size MAX CW Size N A_ _ min _ _ , _ _ min _# & D +# &,# &2 1 .

Positive acknowledgements are employed to ascertain a successful transmission. This
is accomplished by the receiver (immediately following the reception of the data
frame) which initiates the transmission of an acknowledgement frame (ACK) after a
time interval Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS), which is less than DIFS.

If the transmission generates a collision1,  the CW_Size parameter is doubled for
the new scheduling of the retransmission attempt thus obtaining a further reduction of
contention.

The increase of the CW_Size parameter value after a collision is the reaction that
the 802.11 standard DCF provides to make the access mechanism adaptive to channel
conditions.

2.1 IEEE 802.11 Congestion Reaction

Fig. 1  shows simulation data regarding the channel utilization of a  standard 802.11
system running in DCF mode, with respect to the contention level, i.e. the number of
active stations with continuous transmission requirements. The parameters adopted in
the simulation, presented in Table 1, refer to the Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum
implementation [1].

Fig. 1  plots the channel utilization versus the number of active stations obtained
assuming asymptotic conditions, i.e. all the stations have always a  frame to transmit.
By analyzing the behavior of the 802.11 DCF mechanism some problems could be
identified. Specifically, the results presented in the figure show that the channel utili-
zation is negatively affected by the increase in the contention level.

These results can be explained as, in the IEEE 802.11 backoff algorithm, a  station
selects the initial size of the Contention Window by assuming a  low level of conges-
tion in the system. This choice avoids long access delays when the load is light. Un-
fortunately, this choice causes efficiency problems in bursty arrival scenarios, and in

1 A collision is assumed whenever the ACK from the receiver is missing
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congested systems, because it concentrates the accesses in a reduced time window, and
hence it may cause a high collision probability.

                             Table 1: System’s physical parameters

parameter value
Number of Stations (M) variable from 2 to 200

CW_Size_min 16
CW_Size_MAX 1024

Channel transmission rate 2 Mb/s
Payload size Geometric distribution (parameter q)

Acknowledgement size 200 J sec  (50 Bytes)

Header size 136 J sec  (34 Bytes)

SlotTime ( tslot ) 50 J sec

SIFS 28 J sec
DIFS 128 J sec

Propagation time < 1 J sec
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                    Fig. 1.: Channel utilization of the IEEE 802.11 DCF access scheme

In high-congestion conditions each station reacts to the contention on the basis of the
collisions so far experienced while transmitting a  frame. Every station performs its
attempts blindly, with a late collision reaction performed (increasing CW_Size). Each
increase of the CW_Size is obtained paying the cost of a  collision. It is worth noting
that, as a  collision detection mechanism is not implemented in the IEEE 802.11, a
collision implies that the channel is not available for the time required to transmit the
longest colliding packet. Furthermore, after a successful transmission the CW_Size is
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set again to the minimum value without maintaining any knowledge of the current
contention level. To summarize the IEEE 802.11 backoff mechanism has two main
drawbacks: i) the increase of the CW_Size is obtained paying the cost of a  collision,
and ii) after a  successful transmission no state information indicating the actual con-
tention level is maintained.

3. Low-Cost Dynamic Tuning of the Backoff Window Size

The drawbacks of the IEEE 802.11 backoff algorithm, explained in the previous sec-
tion, indicate the direction for improving the performance of a  random access scheme,
by exploiting the information on the current network congestion level that is already
available at the MAC level. Specifically, the utilization rate of the slots (Slot Utiliza-
tion) observed on the channel by each station is used as a simple and effective estimate
of the channel congestion level. The estimate of the Slot Utilization must be fre-
quently updated. For this reason in [7] it was proposed an estimate that has to be
updated by each station in every Backoff interval, i.e., the defer phase that precedes a
transmission attempt.

A simple and intuitive definition of the slot utilization estimate is then given by:

Slot Utilization
Num Busy Slots

Num Available Slots
_

_ _

_ _
D     ,

where Num_Busy_Slots is the number of slots, in the backoff interval, in which a
transmission attempt starts, hereafter referred as busy slots. A transmission attempt
can be either a successful transmission, or a collision; and Num_Available_Slots is
the total number of slots available for transmission in the backoff interval, i.e. the
sum of idle and busy slots.

In the 802.11 standard mechanism every station performs a Carrier Sensing activity
and thus the proposed slot utilization (S_U) estimate is simple to obtain. The infor-
mation required to estimate S_U is already available to an IEEE 802.11 station, and
no additional hardware is required.

The current S_U estimate can be utilized by each station to evaluate (before trying
a “blind” transmission) the opportunity to perform, or to defer, its scheduled transmis-
sion attempt. If a station knows that the probability of a successful transmission is
low, it should defer its transmission attempt. Such a behavior can be achieved in an
IEEE 802.11 network by exploiting the DCC mechanism proposed in [7]. According
to DCC, each IEEE 802.11 station performs an additional control (beyond carrier
sensing and backoff algorithm) before any transmission attempt. This control is based
on a new parameter named Probability of Transmission P_T(...) whose value is de-
pendent on the current contention level of the channel, i.e., S_U. The heuristic for-
mula proposed in [7] for P_T(...) is:

P T S U N A S U N A_ _ ,  _ _ _# & D ,1     ,
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where, by definition, S U_ assumes values in the interval [0,1], and N_A is the
number of attempts already performed by the station for the transmission of the cur-
rent frame.

The N_A parameter is used to partition the set of active stations in such a way that
each subset of stations is associated with a different level of privilege to access the
channel. Stations that have performed several unsuccessful attempts have the highest
transmission privilege [7].

The P_T parameter allows to filter the transmission accesses. When, according to
the standard protocol, a station is authorized to transmit (i.e., backoff counter is zero
and channel is idle) in the protocol extended with the Probability of Transmission, a
station will perform a real transmission with probability P_T, otherwise (i.e. with
probability 1-P_T) the transmission is re-scheduled as a collision would have occured,
i.e. a new backoff interval is sampled.

To better understand the relationship between the P_T definition and the network
congestion level, we can observe the Fig. 2.
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 Fig. 2: DCC Probability of Transmission

In the figure we show the P_T curves (for users with different N_A) with respect to
the estimated S_U values. Assuming a  slot utilization near to zero, we can observe
that each station, independently by its number of performed attempts, obtains a  Prob-
ability of Transmission near to 1. This means that the proposed mechanism has no
effect on the system, and each user performs its accesses just like in the standard ac-
cess scheme, without any additional contention control. This point is significant as it
implies the absence of overhead introduced in low-load conditions. The differences in
the users behavior as a function of their levels of privilege (related to the value of the
N_A parameter) appear when the slot utilization grows. For example, assuming a  slot
utilization near to 1, say 0.8, we observe that the stations with the highest N_A value
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obtains a Probability of Transmission close to 1 while stations at the first transmis-
sion attempt transmit with a probability equal to 0.2.
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Fig. 3: Generalized Probability of Transmission

It is worth noting a property of the DCC mechanism: the slot utilization of the chan-
nel never reaches the value 1. Assuming S_U near or equal to 1, the DCC mechanism
reduces the Probabilities of Transmission for all stations close to zero thus reducing
the network contention level. This effect was due to the P_T definition, and in particu-
lar to the explicit presence of the upper bound 1 for the slot utilization estimate. The
DCC choice to use 1  as the asymptotical limit for the S_U is heuristic, and it is
induced by the lack of the knowledge of which is the optimal upper bound for the S_U
value (opt_S_U) to guarantee the maximum channel utilization. It is worth noting
that, if opt_S_U is known, the P_T mechanism can be easily tuned to guarantee that
the maximum channel utilization is achieved. Intuitively, if the slot-utilization
boundary value (i.e. the value one for DCC) would be replaced by the opt_S_U value,
we reduce all the probabilities of transmission to zero in correspondence of slot utili-
zation values greater or equal to the opt_S_U. This can be achieved by generalizing
the definition for the Probability of Transmission:

P T opt S U S U N A
S U

opt S U

N A

_ _ _ , _ , _ min ,
_

_ _

_

# & D ,
/

1
0

9

;
:1 1    .

(1 )

Specifically, by applying this definition of the transmission probability we obtain the
P_T curves shown in Fig. 3. These curves have been obtained by applying the gener-
alized P_T definition with opt_S_U=0.80. As expected the curves indicate the effec-
tiveness of the generalized P_T definition in providing a S_U bounding that changes
with the opt_S_U value.

The generalized Probability of Transmission provides an effective tool for control-
ling, in an optimal way, the congestion inside a IEEE 802.11 WLAN provided that
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the opt_S_U value is known. In the next section we will show how this optimal
value can be computed. The computation is based on the exploitation of the results
derived in [11].

4. Protocol Model

Consider a system with M active stations accessing a slotted multiple-access channel.
The random access protocols for controlling this channel can be either a S-Aloha or a
p-persistent CSMA algorithm. In the first case (Aloha) the stations transmit constant-
length messages with length l that exactly fits in a slot. In the latter case (CSMA),
the message length is a random variable L, with average l. Hereafter, to simplify the
presentation we will assume that L values always correspond to an integer number of
slots. In both cases, when a transmission attempt is completed (successfully or with a
collision), each network station with packets ready for transmission (hereafter back-
logged station) will start a transmission attempt with probability p.

To derive a closed formula of the channel utilization, say K , for the p-persistent

CSMA protocols we observe the channel between two consecutive successful trans-
missions. Let us denote with t i the time between the (i-1)th successful transmission

and the ith successful transmission, and with si the duration of the ith successful

transmission. Hence, the channel utilization is simply obtained:

K D
) ) )
) ) )$"

lim
n

n

i n

s s s

t t t
1 2

1 2

L

L
.

(2)

By dividing both numerator and denominator of Equation (3) by n, after some alge-
braic manipulations, it follows that:

K D
H I
H I

E S

E T
   ,

(3)

where E SH I  is the average duration of a successful transmission, and E TH I  is the

average time between two successful transmissions. The E TH I  formula is straightfor-

wardly obtained by considering the behavior of a CSMA protocol. Specifically, before
successfully transmitting a message, a station will experience E N cH I  collisions, on

average. Furthermore, each transmission is preceded by an idle time, say E IdleH I ,

during which a station listens to the channel. Therefore, we can write:

E T E N E Idle E N E Coll Coll E Sc cH I D H I )# & + H I ) H I + H I ) H I1 |    , (4)

where E Coll Coll|H I  is the average duration of a collision, given that a collision

occurs. Finally, the unknown quantities in Equation(4) are derived in Lemma 1 under
the following assumptions: i) the channel idle time is divided in fixed time lengths,
say tslot ; ii) all the stations adopt a p-persistent CSMA algorithm to access the chan-

nel; iii) all the stations operate in saturation conditions, i.e., they have always a mes-
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sage waiting to be transmitted; iv) the message lengths, say li , are random variables

identically and independently distributed.

Lemma 1. In a network with M stations operating according to assumptions i) to iv)
above, by denoting with Pr L h!L M the probability that the time occupied by the

transmission of the message L is less or equal to h tslot+ :

E Idle
p

p

M

MH I D
,# &

, ,# &
1

1 1
   ,

(5)

E N
p

Mp p
c

M

MH I D , ,# &
,# &

,,

1 1

1
11    ,

(6)

E Coll Coll[ | ] D

D
, ,# & ) ,# &H I + , , !L M# &H I ,L
, , CL M# &H I , !L M , CL MH I ,# & M

,
D

"

,

.t

p Mp p
h L h p

L h p M L h L h p p

slot
M M

M

h

M M

1 1 1
1 1

1 1 1

1
1

1

Pr

Pr Pr Pr

   ,

(7)

Proof. The proof is obtained with standard probabilistic considerations (see [11]).
-

E SH I  is a constant independent of the p  value, but dependent only on the message

length distribution. As it appears from Equation (4) and Lemma 1, the channel utiliza-
tion is a function of the protocol parameter p, the number M of active stations and the
message length distribution. The protocol capacity, say KMAX , is obtained by finding

the p value, say popt
C , that maximizes Equation (3). Since E SH I  is a constant, the

utilization-maximization problem is equivalent to the following minimization prob-
lem:

min |
,p

c cE N E Idle E N E Coll Coll
*H I

H I )# & + H I ) H I + H IL M
01

1    , (8)

For instance, for the Slotted-ALOHA access scheme the popt
C  value is calculated by

considering in Equation (8) constant messages with length 1 tslot . By solving Equa-

tion (8) we obtain that p Mopt
C D 1  and KMAX

M
e$

EE

,

1

1. However, from Equation (8),
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it is not possible to derive a general exact closed formula for the popt
C  value in the

general message-length distribution case.
Due to the choice of l D 1, collisions and successful transmissions always last a

single tslot . However, for a p-persistent CSMA protocol with a general message-

length distribution, the protocol capacity depends on the message length, hence, the
popt

C  also depends on the traffic characteristics. The popt
C  value can be computed for

any network configuration by numerically maximizing Equation (3). Hence, if a sta-
tion has an exact knowledge of the network configuration it is possible to tune its
backoff algorithm to achieve a channel utilization close to the protocol capacity. Un-
fortunately, in a real case a station does not have this knowledge but it can only esti-
mate it. Using this estimate, the station can in principle compute at run time the
popt

C  value. However, the popt
C  computation obtained by the numerical maximization

of Equation (3) is too complex to be executed at run-time. Furthermore, the numerical
maximization of Equation (3) does not provide a closed formula for the optimal work-
ing conditions, and hence it does not provide any insight on the optimal protocol
behavior. Hence, the Equation (3) can be adopted to derive the optimal capacity state
in an off-line analysis, but it would be convenient to derive a simpler relationship to
provide an approximation of the popt

C value to guarantee a  quasi-optimal capacity

state.

4 . 1 Protocol Capacity: An Approximate Analysis

Equation (8) can be adopted to derive the optimal capacity state in an off-line analysis,
but it is important to derive a simpler relationship to provide an approximation of the
p value corresponding to optimal capacity, i.e. popt

C . In [22], the network operating

point in which the time wasted on idle periods is equal to the time spent on collisions
was identified as the condition to obtain the maximum protocol capacity in ALOHA
and CSMA protocols where all messages require one time slot for transmission. In
[12] the same network operating point was proposed to determine a quasi-optimal
capacity state in the p-persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol where the message length was
sampled from a geometric distribution. This condition can be expressed with the fol-
lowing relationship:

E Idle p E Coll N tr_ |H I D %H I1    , (9)

where E Coll N tr[ | ]% 1 is the average collision length given that at least a transmis-

sion occurs.
Equation (9) was proposed in previous papers using heuristic considerations. Spe-

cifically, it is straightforward to observe that E Idle p[ _ ]  is a decreasing function of

the p value, whereas E Coll N tr[ | ]% 1  is an increasing function of the p value. There-

fore, Equation (9) suggests that a quasi-optimal capacity state is achieved when each
station behaves in such a way to balance these two conflicting costs.
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Hereafter, first, we give an analytical justification and a numerical validation of the
above heuristic. Second, we provide closed formulas for the popt

C , and we show that

the optimal capacity state, given the message length distribution, is characterized by
an invariant figure: the M popt

C+  product.
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4.2 A Balancing Equation to Derive the Optimal Capacity State

Equation (9) presents a heuristic that was numerically validated. In this section we
analytically investigate its validity. To make tractable the problem defined by Equa-
tion (5) in the general message-length distribution case, we assume that
E Coll Coll C l l| max ,H I D D L M1 2

2. According to this assumption, substituting formu-

las (5) and (6) in Equation (8), after some algebraic manipulations, it follows that the
popt

C  value is calculated by solving:

min min , ,
, ,p

M

M p

C p C

Mp p
F p M C

*H I , *H I

, ,# & ,# &
,# &

5
6
8

78

?
@
8

A8
D # &L M

01 1 01

1 1

1
   .

(10)

As shown by the following lemma, the solution of Equation (10) is oftem equivalent
to the solution of Equation (9).

2 This approximation is motivated by considering that: i) the collision probability is low
when the network is close to its optimal capacity state, and ii) given a collision, the
probability that more than two stations collide is negligible (as shown in [11] for the p-
persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol).
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Lemma 2. For M>>1, the p value that satisfies Equation (10) can be obtained by
solving the following equation:

E Idle p E Coll N tr_ |H I D %H I1    , (11)

Proof. The proof is reported in Appendix A.
-

Lemma 2 shows that, asymptotically (M>>1), in p-persistent CSMA protocols the
optimal capacity state is characterized by the balancing between collisions’ duration
and idle times. To verify the existence of this relationship for small medium M  val-
ues, we numerically solved both Equation (4) and Equation (9) for a wide range of M
values and several message length distributions. Specifically, in Fig. 4 and 5 we
show, for several the average message length (l), the relative error3 between the opti-
mal p (curves tagged capacity), and the p value that solve Equation (7), curves tagged
capacity popt.
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4 . 3 Protocol Capacity: A  Closed Formula

The Equation (9) allows us to evaluate a quasi-optimal p value by simply determining
the p  value that balance E  Idle p[ _ ] and E Coll N tr[ | ]% 1  costs. By exploiting this

approach it is possible to afford, at run-time, the channel-utilization maximization.
Indeed, each station by exploiting the carrier sensing mechanism is able to distinguish
the idle periods by collisions and by successful transmissions. Furthermore, as shown
in this subsection, from Equation (10) it is easy to derive an approximated closed

3 The relative error is defined as the error between the exact value and its approximation,
normalized to the exact value.
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formula for the popt
C  value. Note that this closed formula generalizes results already

known for S-ALOHA networks [23].

Lemma 3. In an M-station network that adopts a p-persistent CSMA access scheme,
in which the message lengths {Li}, normalized to tslot , are a sequence of i.i.d. random

variables, if the stations operate in asymptotic conditions, under the condition
MpCC 1, the popt

C  value is4

p
C

M

M
M Copt

C F
) ,# & ,

,

,# & ,# &
1 2 1

1
1

1 1
   ,

(12)

where C E L LD L MH Imax ,1 2 .

PROOF. The proof is reported in Appendix B.

M p
C

Copt
C+ F

) ,# & ,
,# &

1 2 1 1

1
   ,

(13)

4 This assumption is as more correct as more long is the average message length. See, for
example, the numerical results reported in Figure 4 and 5.
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PROOF. The proof of this proposition is straightforward. Under the condition M EE1 ,
Equation (12) can be rewritten as (13) by noting that ( )M M, '1 .

-

Remark. In an M-station network that adopts a p-persistent CSMA access scheme,
in which the message lengths {Li}, normalized to tslot , are a sequence of i.i.d. random

variables, under the condition C EE1  the popt
C  value is

p
M C

opt
C F

+

1

2
   . (14)

Results presented in this section indicate that the M popt
C+ product can be easily com-

puted by estimating only the average collision length. The average collision length
estimates are easy to obtain and reliable if the average collision length does not change
frequently and sharply. In addition, these results indicate that the estimation of the
number of active stations is not necessary for driving the system to its optimal capac-
ity state.

5 . Energy Consumption in P-Persistent CSMA Access
      Schemes

As explained in the introduction, the finite battery power represents the other greatest
limitation to the utility of portable computers [25], [26], [27]. The network interface
is one of the main system components from the battery consumption standpoint [28].
Hence, the energy used by the network interface to successfully transmit a  message is
the other important figure for a mobile computer. Thus the target for our environment
would be both to maximize the network capacity and to minimize the network-
interface energy consumption. It may appear that these two targets cannot be achieved
together. It seems that to maximize the network capacity the users must be greedy,
i.e. transmitting as much as possible. On the other hand, minimization of the net-
work-interface energy seems to indicate that the network should be lightly loaded, i.e.
sporadic accesses to the network. In this paper we will show that, for p-persistent
CSMA access schemes, the main performance figures (capacity and energy consump-
tion) are not orthogonal, i.e. the network state that optimizes one index is not far
from being optimal also for the other one. To show this result, firstly we need to
study our system from an energy consumption standpoint, i.e. to identify the relation-
ships to characterize the p value that minimizes the energy consumption.

5 . 1 An Analytical Model for the Energy Consumption

In this section we develop an analytical model to investigate the energy consumption
From an energy consumption standpoint, the network interface alternates between two
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different phases: the transmitting phase, during which it consumes power to transmit
the message to the physical channel, and the receiving phase, during which it con-
sumes power to listen to the physical channel. Hereafter, we denote with PTX  and
PRX  the power consumption (expressed in mW) of the network interface during the
transmitting and receiving phase, respectively.

We assume that the message lengths are i.i.d. random variables. An analytical
model for the energy consumption in p-persistent IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol was
developed in [15].

Following the same line of reasoning of Section 4 and focusing on the successful
transmission of a tagged station, we derive an analytical expression for the energy
drained by a tagged-station network-interface to successfully transmit a packet. Hence,
the system efficiency, from the energy standpoint, can be expressed as:

K energy
slot

virtual transmission time

PTX l t

E Energy
D

+ +

H I_ _

   , (15)

where E Energyvirtual transmission time[ ]_ _  is the energy consumed by the tagged station in

a tagged_station virtual transmission time (.e., the time between two tagged station
successful transmission) and l  is the average message transmission time, normalized
to the tslot .

5 . 2 Energy Consumption: An Approximate Analysis

As for the throughput maximization, it is desirable to have a simpler relationship than
Equation (15) to provide an approximation for the popt

E  value. To this end, in the

following we will investigate the role of the various terms of Equation (15) in deter-
mining the Energy Consumption. Specifically, in the energy consumption formula
we separate the terms that are increasing function of the p  value from the terms that

are decreasing function of the p value.
To achieve this, it is useful to introduce the following proposition.

Proposition 2. In an M-station network that adopts a p-persistent CSMA access
scheme, if the stations operate in asymptotic conditions, K energy is equal to.

K energy slot ta Idle p slot

slot ta Coll tr

PTX l t E N E Energy PTX l t

PRX M l t E N M E Energy N

D + + H I H I ) + + )L
) + ,# &+ + ) H I ,# &+ %H IM

_

1 1|

   ,
(16)

PROOF. The proof requires some algebraic manipulations of Equation (15). We first
observe that the number of successful transmissions in a virtual transmission time is
M . Furthermore, in the virtual transmission time there is exactly one successful
transmission of the tagged station, and in average there are ( )M ,1  successful trans-

missions of the other stations. It is also straightforward to derive that the average
number of collisions that we observe within a virtual transmission time is
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( [ ] )E N Mta ,  i.e., the total number of transmission attempts in a virtual transmis-

sion time less the average number of successful transmissions, i.e.. According to
these assessments, with standard probabilistic considerations Equation (16) is derived.

-
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From Proposition 2 it follows that popt
E  corresponds to the p value that minimizes

the denominator of Equation (16). It is also worth noting that the second and third
terms of this denominator do not depend on the p value and hence they play no role in
the minimization process. Now our problem reduces to find

min
p

ta Idle p ta Coll trE N E Energy E N M E Energy NH I + H I ) H I ,# & + %H IL M_ | 1    . (17)

Now let us note that the first term in Equation (17), i.e. E N E Energyta Idle pH I + H I_ ,

after some algebraic manipulations, reduces to [ ( )]PRX t p pslot+ + ,1 , and thus this

first term is a decreasing function of p. On the other hand, the second term in Equation
(21) is an increasing function of p. Hence, following the same arguments that drive to
propose the protocol-capacity approximation (see Equation (9)), we propose to ap-
proximate the popt

E  value with the p value that balances the increasing and decreasing

costs of p:

E N E Energy E N M E Energy Nta Idle p ta Coll trH I + H I D H I ,# & + %H I_ | 1   . (18)

Equation (22) can be re-written as:

E Energy E Energy N PIdle p Coll tr Coll N tr_H I D %H I + %| |1 1  . (19)
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To ease the computation of E Energy NColl tr[ | ]% 1  we subdivide the collisions in two

subsets depending or not they involve the tagged station. Specifically, Equation (19)
can be re-written as:

E Energy E Energy tag Coll P

E Energy not tag Coll P

Idle p tag Coll tag Coll N

not tag Coll not tag Coll N

tr

tr

_ _ _ |

_ _ _ _ |

| _

| _ _

H I D H I + )

H I +
%

%

1

1

  .
(20)

Equation (20) defines a simple but approximate relationship to characterize popt
E .

Specifically, in Fig. 6 we have plotted E EnergyIdle p[ ]_  and E Energy NColl tr[ | ]% 1

versus the p  value, for various PTX PRX  values. E EnergyIdle p[ ]_  is equal to

E Idle p[ _ ] due to the assumption that PRX=1. The p value that corresponds to the

intersection point of the E EnergyIdle p[ ]_  and E Energy NColl tr[ | ]% 1  curves is the

approximation of the popt
E value, as Equation (16) indicates. As the

E Energy NColl tr[ | ]% 1  related to PTX PRX/ D 1 is equal to the average length of a

collision given a transmission attempt, i.e. E Coll N tr[ | ]% 1 , the p value that corre-

sponds to the intersection point of the E Idle p[ _ ] and E Coll N tr[ | ]% 1  curves pro-

vides a good approximation of the popt
C  value, as Equation (6) indicates. We note that

by increasing the PTX  value also E Energy NColl tr[ | ]% 1  grows due to the rise in the

energy consumption of tagged-station collisions. However, E EnergyIdle p[ ]_  does not

depend on the PTX  value, hence, only a decrease in the popt
E  value can balance the

increase in E Energy NColl tr[ | ]% 1 .

5 . 3 Energy Consumption: A  popt
E Closed Formula

Similarly to Section 4, we conclude the characterization of our system, from the En-
ergy Consumption standpoint, by providing closed (approximate) formulas to identify
the network state that minimizes the Energy Consumption.

Lemma 4. In an M-station network in which the message lengths {Li}, normalized
to tslot , are a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, under the condition MpCC 1 the

popt
E  value is

p

M

M
C

M

M

E

PRX M

M C
M

M

E

PRX M

opt
E

CT

CT

F

)
,

+
,# &

) + ,
2

4
3

<

>
= ,

,# & +
,# &

) + ,
2

4
3

<

>
=

1 2
1 2 1

1 1

1
2 1

1

  ,

(21)
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where C E L LD L MH Imax ,1 2  and E E Energy tag Coll NCT tag Coll trD DH I_ _ , 2 .

PROOF. The proof of this Lemma can be found in [24]

As we have done in Proposition 1, the following proposition provides an analytical
investigation of the M popt

E+  for a large network-size population. This investigation is

useful because it shows how for a large network size population the popt
E  value tends

to the popt
C  value.

Proposition 3. In an network with a large number of active stations M EE# &1  in

which the message lengths {Li}, normalized to tslot , are a sequence of i.i.d. random

variables, the optimal M popt
E+  value is:

M p

C
E

PRX M

C
E

PRX M

C

Copt
E

CT

CT

+ F

) ) ,
/

1
0

9

;
: ,

) ,
/

1
0

9

;
:

'
) ,# & ,

,# &

1 2
1

1 1

1
1

1 2 1 1

1
  .

(22)

PROOF. The proof of this proposition is straightforward. Under the condition
M EE# &1 , Equation (21) can be rewritten as (22) by noting that ( )M M, '1  and

( )M M, '2 .

-

Equation (22) presents a tight analogy with Equation (13). For a large network-size
populations it is straightforward to observe that Mp Mpopt

E
opt
C' (as Equation (22) and

Equation (13) show). Since ECT  is divided by M , the energy consumption during

tagged-station collisions decreases as the M value increases. Therefore, the PTX  value
has no significant impact on the M popt

E+  computation for a large network-size popu-

lation as it contributes only to ECT . Obviously p popt
E

opt
CD  when PTX PRXD .

However, the comparison between the structure of Equation (13) and Equation (22)
show also that the correspondence between the optimal p values continues to hold.

6. Effectiveness of the AOB Mechanism

In the remaining part of the paper, by means of the discrete event simulation, we
extensively investigate the performance of the IEEE 802.11 protocol enhanced with
the AOB mechanism. This mechanism utilize the current S_U estimate to evaluate,
the opportunity to perform or to defer a  transmission attempt authorized by the stan-
dard protocol (see Section 3). Specifically AOB uses the probability of transmission
defined by Equation (1). As discussed before, Equation (1) requires the knowledge of
the opt_S_U parameter. Below we show how results derived in Sections 4 and 5can be
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used to estimate the opt_S_U value. Specifically, in the previous sections we show
that the optimal capacity and energy state are characterized by invariant figures:
M popt

C+  and M popt
E+  . Hereafter we investigate the relationship between S_U and

M p x C Eopt
x+ *L M# & , .

We denote with N tr  the number of stations that make a transmission attempt in a

slot. Hence, P N itr DL M  is the probability that exactly i stations transmit in a slot,

and P N tr DL M0  is the probability that a slot remains empty. Let us now observe that

M popt
x+  is the average number of stations which transmits in a slot:

M p i P N i P N i P N S Uopt
x

tr
i

M

tr
i

M

tr+ D + DL M % DL M D , DL M D
D D
. .

1 1

1 0 _   .

The above formula indicates that M p S Uopt
x+ % _ . By exploiting this result we derive

the opt S U_ _  parameter value used by AOB: opt S U M popt
x_ _ ' + .

6.1 Steady-State Analysis

In this section we analyze the AOB behavior when the network operates under steady-
state conditions. The protocol analysis in transient conditions, and the protocol ro-
bustness are studied in the subsequent sections. The physical characteristics and pa-
rameter values of the investigated system are reported in Table 1.

The target of a MAC protocol is to share resources efficiently among several users.
This efficiency can be expressed in terms of capacity a[25], [29]. However from the
user standpoint other performance figures are needed to measure the Quality of Service
(QoS) that can be relied on. The most widely used performance measure is the delay,
which can be defined in several forms, depending on the time instants considered dur-
ing its measurement (access delay, queueing delay, propagation delay, etc.). Hereafter,
we will focus on the MAC delay. The MAC delay of a  station in a  LAN is the time
between the instant at which a  packet comes to the head of the station transmission
queue and the end of the packet transmission [29].

To study the protocol performance we run a set of simulative experiments with dif-
ferent M of values. Active stations are assumed to operate in asymptotic conditions
(i.e., with continuous transmission requirements). We use a maximum number of 200
active stations because the number of stations expected in the future for such a  system
could raise the order of hundreds [30]. For example, let us think to a  conference room
in which the participants use mobile devices with a wireless interface.

The effectiveness of the proposed AOB mechanism is shown in Fig. 7. This figure
shows the channel utilization level achieved by adopting the AOB system and com-
pares this index with the analytically defined optimal utilization levels (OPT curves in
the figure). The results show that the AOB mechanism drives an IEEE 802.11 net-
work very close to its optimal behavior at least from the channel utilization view-
point. Only a  little overhead is introduced when only few stations are active. It is
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worth noting that, with the AOB mechanism, the channel utilization remains close to
its optimal value even in high-contention situations. In such cases, AOB almost
doubles the channel utilization with respect to the standard protocol.
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In Fig. 8  we report the 99-th percentile of the MAC delay vs. contention level (i.e.
number of active stations) for various average sizes of the transmitted frames. Simula-
tive results show that the AOB mechanism leads to a great reduction of the tail of the
MAC delay distribution with respect to the standard access scheme alone. By noting
that when the network operates in asymptotic conditions the average MAC delay is
the inverse of the station throughput, we can verify that AOB is really effective in
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reducing the tail of the MAC Delay. For example, with 100-slot average payload, the
ratio between the 99-th percentile of the MAC Delay with or without the AOB
mechanism is about 6 while the ratio between the average MAC Delay is only about
2.
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Previous results seem to indicate that AOB, by reducing the average MAC delay, has
also a positive effect on the power consumed by an IEEE 802.11 network interface.
This intuition is further confirmed by the results presented in [15] showing that, by
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adopting AOB with current IEEE802.11 cards, the optimal capacity state closely ap-
proximates the minimum energy consumption state.

6.2 AOB Behavior in Transient Situations

In this section we analyze the protocol promptness to re-tune when the network state
sharply changes. Specifically, we investigate the effectiveness the AOB when there is
an upsurge in the number of active stations. Specifically, we analyze a  network oper-
ating in steady-state conditions with 10 active stations. After 256 block units5 (high-
lighted by the vertical bar “burst arrival time”), additional 10 stations become active.
All stations transmit mixed traffic composed by 50% of long message (1500 bytes)
and 50% of short messages (40 Bytes). Fig. 9 shows the effectiveness of the AOB
mechanism. In the AOB case, the sharp increase in the number of active stations
produces a negligible effect both in the slot utilization and in the channel utilization.
On the other hand, the standard is negatively affected by this change: the slot utiliza-
tion sharply increases (i.e., the network congestion level increases) and as a conse-
quence the channel utilization decreases.
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6.3 Protocol Robustness

The AOB mechanism, to tune the backoff algorithm, requires the knowledge of the
network status that is identified by two parameters: the average message length (or

5 A block unit corresponds to 512 slots. The block unit is introduced to smooth the trace.
The smoothing was introduced to reduce the fluctuations and thus increasing the figure
readability.
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equivalently the q parameter) and the slot utilization. As the values of these parameters
are obtained through estimations some errors may occur. Hereafter, we discuss the
sensitiveness of AOB to these possible errors. To this end we compare the channel
utilization in the ideal case (no estimation errors) with the channel utilization when an
error is added/subtracted to the correct q and S_U estimate. Specifically, in the follow-
ing figures the curve tagged with +x% (-x%) error is obtained by multiplying by
1+x/100 (1-x/100) the real estimate of the parameter. Results obtained are summarized
in Fig. 10 (errors on q by assuming an average message length equal to 100 slots,
i.e., q=0.99) and in Fig. 12 (errors on S_U). These results indicate that the AOB
channel utilization is scarcely affected by estimation errors. For example, assuming
constant errors of 50%, the channel utilization fluctuates in a small interval (2-3%)
around the no-error value. It is worth noting that due to the way AOB is defined: i) for
large M errors always have a negative impact (AOB is tuned to optimize asymptotic
performance), ii) for few active stations, underestimation errors generate a channel
utilization which is higher than that obtained in the no-error case. The latter behavior
was expected because the ACL value is too conservative (i.e., it excessively limits the
transmission rate) when there are few active stations. The parameters underestimation
produces the opposite effect thus resulting in an increased channel utilization.
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Appendix: A

Lemma 2. For M>>1, the p value that satisfies (6) can be obtained by solving the
following equation: E Idle p E Coll N tr_ |H I D %H I1
where E Coll N tr[ | ]% 1  is the average duration of a collision given that at least a

transmission occurs.
PROOF. Taking the derivative of F p M C, ,# &  with respect p, and imposing it equal to

0, we obtain the following equation:

1 1

1 1 1 1
1
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The popt  value is the solution of Equation (A.1).

First we analyze the l.h.s of Equation (A.1). It is easy to observe that the l.h.s is

equal to 1
1,# & ,

p
M

that M>>1 tends to 1,# &p
M

, and E Idle P pN
M

tr
H I + D ,# &%1 1 ,

where P pN
M

tr %
D , ,# &1 1 1 , i.e., the probability that at least a station is transmitting.

Under the condition M p+ C 1,  6, the r.h.s of Equation (A.1) can be expressed as:

p p p M
p

p
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p O Mp

M M
1 1 1 1
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By indicating with PColl N tr| ≥1  the collision probability conditioned to have at least a

transmitting station, it also holds that:

P P p Mp p
M M

p O MpColl N N
M M

tr tr| % %
,+ D , ,# & ) ,# &H I D ,# &

) # &# &1 1
1 2 3

1 1 1
1

2
(A.3)

It is worth noting the similarity between the r.h.s of Equation (A.3) and the r.h.s of
Equation (A.2). Specifically the r.h.s of Equation (A.2) can be written as:
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(A.4)

Hence, Equation (A.1) can be rewritten as:

E Idle P C P PN Coll N Ntr tr tr
H I + D + +% % %1 1 1| . (A.5)

By dividing all the terms in Equation (A.5) by PN tr %1 , and substituting the C  ap-

proximation with E Coll Coll|H I , Equation (A.5) becomes:

E Idle p E Coll N tr_ |H I D %H I1    .
(A.6)

This concludes the proof.
-

Appendix: B

Lemma 3. In an M-station network that adopts a p-persistent CSMA access scheme,
in which the message lengths {Li}, normalized to tslot , are a sequence of i.i.d. random

6 This assumption is always true in a stable system as the average number of transmitting
stations in an empty slot must be less than one.
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variables, if the stations operate in asymptotic conditions, under the condition
MpCC 1, the popt

C  value is

p
C

M

M
M Copt

C F
) ,# & ,

,

,# & ,# &
1 2 1

1
1

1 1
 ,

(B.1)

where C E L LD L MH Imax ,1 2 .

PROOF.
In [24] it is shown that if the network stations are operating close to the popt

C  value

and if the stations operate in asymptotic conditions E Coll Collision C|H I '  . The

E Coll Collision C|H I ' assumption indicates that E Coll Collision[ | ] depends only

on the message-length distribution and Equation (11) can be rewritten as:

1 1 1 1 0
1,# & , + , ,# & ) ,# &H IL M D,

p C p Mp p
M M M  . (B.2)

Under the condition MpCC 1,
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By substituting (B.3) and (B.4) in (B.2) the following equation is obtained:

M M
C p Mp

,# &
+ ,# & ) , D

1

2
1 1 02    . (B.5)

By solving Equation (B.5) we obtain the formula (B.1) and this concludes the proof of
the Lemma.

-
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